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Moodle SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moving your classes and resources online with a Learning Management System such as Moodle opens up a whole world of possibilities for teaching your students. However, it also opens up a number of threats as your students, private information, and resources become vulnerable to cyber attacks. Learn how to safeguard Moodle to keep the bad guys...
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C++ Without Fear: A Beginner's Guide That Makes You Feel Smart (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Many years ago, when I had to learn C overnight to make a living as a programmer
	(this was before C++), I would have given half my salary to find a mentor, a
	person would say, “Here are the potholes in the road...errors that you are sure to
	make in learning C. And here’s how to steer around them.” Instead, I had to...
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LinkedIn For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2016

	Build your network, find a job, and been seen as a thought leader


	LinkedIn is your number-one personal branding tool, and this friendly guide shows you how to harness it to build connections and relationships—and stand out in the world's largest professional network. LinkedIn For Dummies walks you step by...
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Jump-Starting America: How Breakthrough Science Can Revive Economic Growth and the American DreamPublicAffairs, 2019

	The untold story of how America once created the most successful economy the world has ever seen and how we can do it again.

	

	The American economy glitters on the outside, but the reality is quite different. Job opportunities and economic growth are increasingly concentrated in a few crowded coastal enclaves....
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R Graphics CookbookO'Reilly, 2013

	
		I started using R several years ago to analyze data I had collected for my research in
	
		graduate school. My motivation at first was to escape from the restrictive environments
	
		and canned analyses offered by statistical programs like SPSS. And even better, because
	
		it’s freely available, I didn’t need to...
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Don't Just Do Something, Stand There!: Ten Principles for Leading Meetings That MatterBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2007

	Most people think meetings are all too often a waste of time. But Weisbrod and Janoff say that's only because of the way most meetings are run. In this book they offer ten principles that will allow you to get more done in meetings by doing less. The key is knowing what you can and can't control. You can't controol people's...
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Maya Secrets of the ProsSybex, 2005
Featuring completely original material from a new team of Maya know-it-alls,     this second edition of an award-winning book is sure to inform and inspire even     the most seasoned Maya user. In this distinctive Maya Press title, a cadre     of professionals led by two acclaimed Maya pros, reveal the precious secrets     they’ve...
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Buying a Computer for Dummies, 2005 EditionFor Dummies, 2004
CPU, Ghz, Mhz, DIMMS, RAM, ROM, AGP, ISA, PCI, USB, CRT, LCD, NIC, CCD, CIS, DP, Kbps. What do all of these acronyms mean?
   Are you baffled by computer technology and technology? Intimidated by computer salespeople who grimace or grin when you say “gizmo?” Buying a Computer For Dummies 2005 Edition gives you the ABCs of...
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PMP Exam Prep, Eighth Edition - Updated: Rita's Course in a Book for Passing the PMP ExamRMC Publications, 2015

	This book has been FULLY updated to reflect PMI's changes to the PMP Exam Content Outline dated June 2015, and is intended for all PMP exams taken AFTER November 1st, 2015. If you are taking the PMP exam on or before November 1st of 2015, please contact the Publisher.


	Can you imagine valuing a book so much that you...
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Moving to VB .NET: Strategies, Concepts, and Code, Second EditionApress, 2003
In this new edition of his popular title, Moving to VB .NET, Visual  Basic guru Dan Appleman not only updates the book to include coverage of changes  to VB.NET in Visual Studio 2003, but extends those areas that have proven  important to VB.Net programmers since its release. Topics such as .Net remoting,  versioning and object oriented...
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Pinnacle Liquid Edition 6 for Windows : Visual QuickPro Guide (Visual Quickstart Guides)Peachpit Press, 2004
Recipients of nine Emmy Awards for technical innovation, Pinnacle products have long been a favorite among professional broadcasters. Now, with Liquid Edition shipping on Alienware Systems new line of notebook computers (and capturing the top engineering award at the National Association of Broadcasters convention), the rest of...
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User Interface Design for Mere Mortals(TM)Addison Wesley, 2007
The growth of personal computing in the past two decades of the 20th century put a new emphasis on user interface design. As part of user interface design, companies began to focus on the usability of a product. The term usability has its roots in the 14th century, but as computing technology became prevalent in the 1980s, the definition...
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